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INTRODUCTION

                                   The requirements for field pressure calibration tools have                 
           been evolving. Improvements in process instruments 
          derived from sensor improvements and digital technology 
         have  increased the required accuracy and performance of 
       pressure  calibration tools to keep pace.

This e-book discusses the difficulties seen in traditional methods of pressure calibra-  
  tion and shows how to take advantage of the technologies, which solve these pain    
   points. The new Fluke 729 Automatic Pressure Calibrator is demonstrated through    
    out this document performing pressure calibrations easily and automatically. This  
     portable handheld calibrator is at home in both the field and on the bench. Couple
        the 729 with DPCTrack2 Calibration Management Software for a complete 
          paperless calibration solution for pressure calibration. 

See how the new 729 can both simplify these difficult calibration tasks,    
    improve the results and integrity of pressure calibrations and automatically     
        document the results

       Technicians are facing more demanding jobs, in many cases having broader responsi-   
     bilities and asset coverage, making it harder to have the same experience as a traditional          
    pressure specialist. This growing experience gap introduces opportunities for innovation    
   to make pressure calibration faster, easier and more accurate. Technicians of all experi-   
   ence levels can take advantage of technology advancements in automatic pressure 
   calibrators like the new Fluke 729 to streamline and simplify pressure calibration.

       Legacy tools with accuracies sufficient to perform calibrations of these  
   pressure instruments were large and unwieldly. Bench tools such as dead 
           weight testers and calibrators run from large nitrogen bottles require the 
      devices to be pulled from the process to be verified on the bench. These tools              
    typically  require a highly skilled technician to achieve the specified performance.        
 This practice of removing instruments for bench testing is only practical when the 
plant is in an outage and not feasible when the plant is in 24/7 operation.

   Next generation handheld pressure calibration tools, like the    
            new Fluke 729 Automatic Pressure Calibrator, were specifically 
                       designed for this task. With best-in-class accuracies and auto-
       matic pressure generation the 729 helps simplify this difficult field 
                 calibration task.
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PROBLEM 1: Manually generating and 
controlling pressure

Pressure calibrations in process manufacturing environments rarely 
require testing to occur at a single test point. In fact, a typical pressure 
calibration can require anywhere from three to eleven pressure test 
points. Trying to adjust and fine tune system pressure for these specif-
ic points can be difficult and time consuming. Each individual point re-
quires technicians to increase or decrease pressure by either pumping 
the system up or releasing pressure, and then to fine-tune the pressure 
using the fine adjust vernier of the test pump.

The new 729 Automatic Pressure Calibrator combines the pump, 
vernier and to a degree incorporates many of the skills of a pressure 
specialist in one portable tool. This new calibration tool helps techni-
cians who are new to pressure calibration perform calibrations like a 
savvy veteran. Type in the pressures and number of steps needed and 
the 729 automatically steps from one pressure test point to the next, 
documenting the applied pressures and the corresponding response 
from the pressure transmitter.

Another challenge is controlling pressure when testing pressure 
switches and accurately recording the pressure applied when the 
switch changes state from open to closed (set and reset state). When 
performing this test manually a great degree of expertise operating the 
pump is required to get repeatable tests.
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Testing switches with the 729 is made easier as it automatically 
controls the applied pressure while monitoring the continuity state of 
the switch. When the switch opens and closes the pressure applied 
is recorded. The 729 automatically slows the pressure change rate to 
ensure the test produces repeatable results. An additional benefit is 
the test is automatically documented as well.

Videos referenced below show how easy it is to generate multiple 
pressure test points with the Fluke 729 to perform a pressure test on a 
variety of device types.

Supplemental Assets:
Video 1: How to perform a pressure calibration with the Fluke 729
Video 2: Performing a pressure switch calibration

https://youtu.be/2FdNe3hh3P0
https://youtu.be/GybFehO7Lv4
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PROBLEM 2:  Documenting a pressure 
instrument calibration

Documenting pressure calibrations is important for maintaining crit-
ical instrument records. These records are useful for tracking instru-
ment performance over time and satisfying the demands of quality 
and regulatory audits. However, the number of steps associated with 
documenting the procedure, and the number of tools required for the 
average pressure calibration can make the task difficult, leading to 
system waste and data inaccuracies. For instance, a typical pressure 
calibration could require a pressure calibrator, pressure module or 
gauge for measuring pressure, a pump to generate pressure, a com-
municator when calibrating a HART device and multiple hoses and 
fittings between the devices and the pressure transmitter.

Traditionally before going to the field, technicians need to prepare for 
specific calibrations by testing their setup, make sure the equipment 
is properly calibrated and collect all the required components, proce-
dures and method sheets. During the procedure, they must document 
the pressure being applied and the resulting mA being measured, and 
then determine whether the unit under test passes or fails according 
to the determined criteria. If the unit under test fails, the technician will 
need to adjust the system as necessary and begin the testing proce-
dure again.
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Using a pressure calibrator like the Fluke 729 that automatically doc-
uments calibrations makes what is traditionally complex task easy. 
Type in your beginning (0%) and span (100%) points, number of steps 
and test tolerance then watch the 729 automatically run the test and 
documented the test. 

Once the test is completed the result is stored in the 729’s memory. 
Depending on maintenance practices the documented result can be 
recalled and the test result manually recorded or typed into a spread 
sheet or uploaded to a Calibration Management Software package 
like DPCTrack2 for archiving. 

Supplemental Assets:
Video 3: How to view a documented calibration
Video 4: How to download a calibration task
Video 5: How to upload a documented calibration

https://youtu.be/qSdZlj51RT8
https://youtu.be/DZxjZY2Cgxc
https://youtu.be/eTUeeaL9Lko
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PROBLEM 3:  Performing a pressure cal-
ibration with a slow leak

Performing a reliable pressure calibration requires quality test equip-
ment and a dependable pressure hose and connector kit.  With a leak-
ing pressure source, keeping the target pressure stable at a calibration 
point long enough to take a reliable reading can be difficult. Slow 
leaks can require technicians to constantly fine tune and adjust pres-
sure applied from a pump making it difficult for the system to settle. 
After the desired pressure set point is reached, it’s recommended that 
systems settle for several seconds or even minutes prior to recording 
results for a more accurate and repeatable test result.

When there are multiple test components to be connected such as 
a gauge, pump and connection to the transmitter it multiplies the 
number of opportunities for a leak. Three connections equal three leak 
opportunities.

All in one pressure calibrators with built in pumps like the Fluke 729 
minimize the number of connections. There is one connection from 
the 729 to the device being tested, one hose to get right. If there is a 
slight leak in the connections, the 729 has a compressed air source on 
board that can compensate for minor leaks. If the integrity of the hose 
connections or other leak opportunities are suspected, the 729 has a 
built-in leak that test the technician can use to automatically verify and 
help debug their test setup.

Supplemental Assets:
Video 6: How to perform a leak test
Video 7: How the Fluke 729 compensates for pressure leaks
Video 8: Best practices for pressure calibration set ups

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kjL_DSN6Ow&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/-i313raJC-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5NoikyRLI4&feature=youtu.be
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PROBLEM 4:  The need for multiple 
tools to calibrate pressure transmitters

Performing a pressure transmitter calibration requires the right com-
plement of test tools and accessories. A common test setup includes 
a mA measurement tool, like a digital multimeter or loop calibrator, a 
pressure hand pump to generate pressure and a test gauge to mea-
sure the applied pressure. With this test setup, test hoses and test 
connectors are critical. Leaky connections can make successful ration 
either impossible or reduce the integrity of the test. If the device being 
tested is a HART smart device an additional HART communicator is 
required to do the digital trimming of the transmitter.  Once the tech-
nician gets all the tools together it can literally be a juggling exercise 
holding all the tools and hoses while performing the test.  Test tool 
selection also requires that the technician have a good understanding 
of the transmitter being tested. Critical details include the transmitter 
pressure range, the required accuracy and the transmitter’s mode for 
adjustment, analog or digital like HART communication. 

Special purpose pressure calibration tools like the Fluke 729 make this 
task simpler to perform. This “all-in-one” tool includes a mA mea-
surement function, a loop power supply to power the transmitter, an 
automatic pressure pump to generate precision pressures and best-in-
class pressure measurement accuracies. With the built-in HART com-
munication, using the 729 for documenting only requires the technician 
to carry one tool to the field for this task.

Supplemental Assets:
Video 9: How to connect to a HART transmitter
Video 10: How to perform an ad hoc HART calibration
Video 11: How to perform a downloaded task on a HART transmitter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLYqwy7erGc&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/9N4EM3P0zf0
https://youtu.be/KYrCxfdNNhc
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Research lab reduces process control 
pressure calibration time by 40%

Job Role:  Process Controls Technician
Company:  Scientific research lab 
Tools:  Fluke 729 Automatic Pressure Calibrator
Key benefits: Reduces calibration time by 40%. Increases 
  accuracy. Saves repetitive stress from not having to  
  use a hand pump.

“The automatic pump on the 729 pressure calibrator 
reduces hand pump instrument error and calibration 
time by about 40%.”

Keeping processes running smoothly in a scientific research lab 
that produces neutrons requires stringent calibration of hundreds of 
process control instruments. The lab employs many different types 
of instrumentation that controls vacuum and pressure for processes 
used in cutting edge scientific and engineering research projects. To 
maintain the highest level of research accuracy and integrity, the de-
vices are pressure calibrated as needed (sometimes multiple devices 
per week) to ensure they are operating according to specifications.

“Our neutron beam facility, which consists of the linear accelerator, 
cryogenic plant, and target facility is operated by various software 
and process controls,” says a process control technician for the fa-
cility. “We calibrate a number of pressure transducers, strain gauges, 
pressure switches, and signal conditioning boards as part of new 
installations, preventive maintenance, and troubleshooting. Accuracy 
is vital for successful operation.”

For many years the lab had calibrated those devices using the Fluke 
744 Documenting Process Calibrator. However, in 2017, that same 
process control technician attended a trade show where he saw a 
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demonstration of a new Fluke 729 Automatic Pressure Calibrator. “I 
was very interested to see that the 729 had an automatic pump built 
into the device,” says the technician. “It’s like a one-stop shop to 
accomplish our calibrations, versus having to carry multiple compo-
nents like a hand pump and a vacuum pump.”

The technician notes that, not only does the automatic pump save 
time, it is more ergonomic because he no longer has to pump up 
the pressure by hand. This can significantly reduce wear and tear on 
technicians over several calibrations. “When we check our pressure 
transducers we have to pump it up as high as 300 psi. I just enter the 
pressure required and the 729 automatically pumps up to that level. 
The automatic pump on the 729 reduces hand pump instrument error 
and reduces calibration time by about 40%,” the technician adds.

Additional capabilities such as the ability to measure, source, and 
simulate 4 to 20 mA signals also increases efficiency. “The 729 allows 
us to take voltage readings on our pressure transmitter signal condi-
tioners at the same time we measure pressure, which saves having to 
carry another meter,” the technician explains. 

Each incremental unit of time savings adds up with hundreds of 
control devices that need calibrating to support dozens of research 
projects running at a time in the facility. “We don’t have a calibration 
production quota, we just calibrate the instruments as needed; but 
the Fluke 729 definitely allows us to do more in a day than we would 
normally be able to do,” the technician concludes. 
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Fluke Corporation
 
Since its founding in 1948, Fluke has helped define and grow a 
unique technology market, providing testing and troubleshooting 
capabilities in manufacturing and service industries. 

From industrial electronic installation, maintenance and service, to 
precision measurement and quality control, Fluke tools help keep 
business and industry around the globe up and running. People 
who stake their reputations (and sometimes their lives) on their 
tools, turn to Fluke for portability, ruggedness, safety, ease of use, 
and rigid standards of quality. Fluke makes tools that perform 
to the rigorous standards and needs of your facility to minimize 
waste, optimize equipment, prevent downtime, and reduce energy 
consumption. A

bo
ut
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Additional Fluke solutions for Process 
Calibration
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mA clamp meters measure source, simulation,    
and measurement of 4 to 20 mA and voltage 
control system I/O control loops without 
breaking the loop. 

Multifunction process calibrators are designed to 
calibrate almost anything in your systems. They 
measure almost all process parameters including 
sourcing, simulating, and measuring pressure, 
temperature, and electrical signals. Technology 
has advanced to be automatic without the need 
of hand pumps and combines HART communica-
tion into the tools. 

Process meters help troubleshoot, maintain, 
and calibrate process instrumentation and 
control systems by measuring  sourcing, 
and simulating dc loop current. 

•

•

•



Visit fluke.com/ProcessTools for more information about how 
Fluke can help with your systems. 

Temperature calibrators simulate process 
sensors for testing temperature instrumen-
tation. Available as RTD calibrators,  and 
thermocouple temperature calibrators.

•

•

Pressure calibrators are best used for main-
tenance of almost any pressure device using 
pressure sourcing and mA measurements as 
well as calibrating P/I instruments and testing 
the setpoint and reset of pressure switches.
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http://fluke.com/ProcessTools

